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As the stars adorn the sky,
As the musicians - the strings of the world, 
And the story of the goddesses the goddess Hera,
So horses color our world!



Domestic horses in human life 
appeared a long time ago. The 
horse in General has played a 
huge role in world history, 
allowing people to move long 
distances .According to scientists, 
the domestication of the horse 
occurred on the territory of 
modern Ukraine approximately 
five thousand years BC. And since 
then, the horse became an integral 
part of the culture of many 
peoples



The Akhal-Teke breed

*Akhal-Teke is famous for grace and elegance of forms, elastic, 
beautiful movements. In appearance this breed cannot be confused 
with other horses. Akhal-Teke have a large figure (an average of about 
160 cm at the withers of stallions), extremely dry Constitution.

*The deep chest, high withers, long croup well submuscular, powerful, 
slightly lowered. Very peculiar shape of the head and neck. The head 
has a straight or hook-nosed profile, sometimes with a slightly convex 
forehead, the front part of her refined and extended. Ears long, thin, 
fairly widely spaced. The eyes are large, expressive, but have an 
unusual elongated, slightly slanted shape ("Asian eyes"). The neck is 
high set, thin, long with well-developed head.

*The skin is thin, it easily comes through the mesh of blood vessels. 
The hair is extremely soft, delicate and silky; the mane is rather short 
and rare, and often almost absent, which distinguishes Akhal-Teke 
from any other breed of horses. Temperament fiery.



Ахалтекинская порода



Ахалтекинская порода



Vladimir heavy
The Vladimir draft horse is a 
breed of heavy draft horses bred 
in the USSR. Created on 
breeding farms of kolkhozes and 
sovkhozes Yurev-Polish and 
Suzdal of the Vladimir region 
and Gavrilovo-Posad district of 
the Ivanovo region by the 
activities of 
Gavrilovo-Posadskaya state 
factory stables and 
Gavrilovo-Posadsky state tribal 
hotbed horse



Features of the breed

The Vladimir heavy truck is difficult to confuse with any 
other horse. Its exterior is characterized by:
-large head, long, with a convex profile;
- long, muscular neck;
-high, long withers;- broad back, often somewhat bland;
-long, wide rump, forked, few - svislye or normal tilt;a 
broad chest;long, lean legs. some horses there is a 
considerable coat of legs and the tendency to the 
development of biting midges;
-long legs and thick mane and tail.





Владимирский тяжеловоз



Orlov Trotter
Orlov Trotter got its name by the name of 
its Creator, count Alexei 
Orlov-Chesmensky . Breeding count 
started in 60-ies of the XVIII century to 
his estate near Moscow Island. But the 
remarkable talent Orlov animal science as 
revealed later, when Catherine II after the 
Palace coup of 1762 gave him in the 
Voronezh province of the land together 
with the serfs. Then, he began to 
implement his old ideas together in one 
single horse beauty, dryness and grace of 
Arabian horses with the massiveness, the 
power and abilities of trotting Western 
horse breeds.



Orlov trotters have a high speed at the trot. Orlov 
trotters are among the largest horses. Height 
157-170 cm, the Most common suit: grey, light 
grey, red-grey, grey in apples and dark gray. Often 
there are also Bay, black, rarely red and roan 
color. Very rare buckskin and Palomino are Orlov 
trotters, but there they are. The modern Orlov 
Trotter harmoniously built carriage horse, with a 
small, dry head, high set neck with a Swan 
bending, strong, muscular back and strong legs. 
This is a beautifully composed, balanced, fairly 
energetic and good-natured horse. They have a 
proud posture, graceful, dressy high traffic, lush 
mane and tail.



Орловский рысак
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Черный Орловский рысак



Орловская рысистая



Russian Trotter
Russian Trotter lagoapraia 
breed of horses, bred in 
Russia by cross breeding 
of Oryol Trotter with 
American or Dutch 
Friesian breed. The 
youngest of the four 
trotting breeds on earth. 
Approved in 1949. 
Valuable breeding and 
sport horse. At speed 
slightly larger than the 
Friesian.



Русский рысак



Русский   рысак



The Arabian breed of 
horses

The horses are small, the height 
at the withers at an average of 
153cm stallions, mares — 150 
cm chest Girth stallions 179 cm, 
mares — 173 cm The 
characteristics of the breed: the 
correct, firm, dry addition; in 
particular — a beautiful, square 
in the forehead, with a slightly 
concave nose head, long curved 
neck, rounded body, long and 
straight croup with high-charge 
tail.



Белая Арабская лошадь



Арабский рысак


